Simplicity®
PhotoSlide™
Override Lighting Control for Daylighting Systems

Momentary ON for Manual Override Control
Override Lighting Control for Daylighting Systems

Exclusive Momentary ON feature of our newest PhotoSlide™ dimmer provides manual override control of 24VDC low-voltage power packs, sensors and lighting panels with a simple push of the rocker switch. When the lights are active, the separate 0-10VDC slide control provides the occupant with variable light control and the ability to additionally set a maximum light level override.
TECHNICAL DATA: Simplicity® PhotoSlide™
Override Lighting Control for Daylighting Systems

Simplicity® Slide Dimmer with Momentary ON

Model: PS-LED-010-Momentary ON-xx-24VDC (where “xx” denotes WH or IV)

Switch Rating: 24VAC, 20mA

Dimming Input: 0-10VDC (from LED control device, driver, or fixture)

  Low Output: 0VDC
  High Output: 10VDC

Wiring:
  Switch: Blue and Blue: 24VDC low-voltage, momentary ON
  Dimmer: Violet and Gray: 0-10VDC sinking voltage

Compliance: NEC Class 2; IECC; ASHRAE 90.1; California Title 24 (2016)
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